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French vowels can be tricky to pronounce.
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pronunciations of the following vowels:
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• E: The ‘e’ sound in the word ‘angel’ is close
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• É: In the word ‘weigh’, take the sound of the
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‘e’ without the ‘y’ sound and you have the
French pronunciation of ‘é’.
Examples: vélo, mangé, thé, étonné
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• È, Ê: pronounced like the ‘e’ in ‘bed’.
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• O: The French ‘o’ has the same
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• U: There is no English equivalent of the
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sound ‘u’. Purse your lips tight and say the
sound ‘e’. Do not hesitate to exaggerate.
Examples: tu, musique, culture
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to the pronunciation of the French sound ‘e’.
Examples: je, me, te, se, petit

Examples: être, mère, tête, père

pronunciation as the English one, except that
you stop the sound before the ‘w’ sound. The
French ‘o’ is much more closed and tight than
in English. Examples: joli, rose, dos
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